Abstract
Introduction
The evaluation of the behavior of distributed algorithms is important in V&V and in fault forecasting ( [1] ), because it allows to estimate the adequacy of a system with respect to the requirements given in its specification. The quantitative evaluation of distributed applications can be performed using different approaches, generally classified into three categories: analytic, simulative and experimental. The analytical approach is based on the construction of a parametric model of the execution environment, while following a simulative approach we execute algorithms in a simulated execution environment (usually based on a stochastic model). Finally, the experimental approach is based on running algorithms in their real environment, monitoring the execution in order to collect measurements.
Experimental measurement is an attractive option for assessing dependability properties of an existing system or prototype. This approach allows monitoring the real execution of a system to obtain (hopefully highly accurate) measurements of the system in execution in its real usage environment. When presenting the results achieved in the experiments, the related authors usually choose parameters and indicators that appear sensible and represent the typical metrics of interests of dependability. In other words, the measurands are generally correctly and sensibly identified. It has to be noted, however, that the attention is usually paid only to the output, intended as the numerical results provided by the tool, whereas few or no considerations at all are made on the quantitative evaluation of the quality of the measurement.
As modern science is based on experimental evidence, the science of measurement, i.e. metrology, has nowadays reached an adequate level of maturity and has proved very useful in the application to several fields of science. In particular, it has developed theories as well as good practice rules to properly make measurements and evaluate measurement results, and to correctly characterize measuring instruments and assess their performance.
The Neko ( [2] ) framework, a rapid prototyping tool, offers support to the development of distributed algorithms and to carry out experimental and simulative analysis. In Neko the same implementation of an algorithm can be simulated or executed on top of a real network, and on/off properties can be verified from the log files automatically created by the Neko execution. To enhance the tool capabilities a subset of the present authors have developed an extension of Neko, called NekoStat, that offers support also for the quantitative evaluations of distributed algorithms. The first version of NekoStat is described in details in [3] . Neko and NekoStat are developed in Java; they are suitable to perform qualitative and quantitative analysis of distributed algorithms developed in this language.
In the paper we concentrate our attention to experimental quantitative analysis made using NekoStat. The tool is analyzed from the viewpoint of metrology, trying to highlight its peculiarities and its main limitations with respect to the quantitative assessment of dependability and Quality of Service (QoS) metrics. NekoStat lacks a rigorous metrological characterization of the accuracy of collected measures: there is no guarantee that collected data can be trusted, and there is no estimation of how biased the collected data can be. So, to increase the trustworthiness of the experimental measurements we extended the standard NekoStat architecture with a new package, called OffsetDetector: this component allows to control the quality of time measurements collected during the execution, on top of a real network, of a distributed algorithm. The capability to be aware of the quality of the temporal measurement collected allows to increase the quality of the results obtained by the tool (e.g. it is possible to discard the measurements characterized by a poor quality in the statistical processing). As it will be shown, the usage of such new component allows to increase the accuracy of NekoStat in the evaluation of temporal metrics and QoS/dependability related metrics obtainable through them.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the necessary background and the motivations for this work: it describes the Neko/NekoStat framework, it proposes the main concepts of measurement theory applied to quantitative analysis of dependability attributes ( [4] ) and it identifies the main limitation of NekoStat as a measuring instrument according to the aforementioned concepts. Section 3 describes our solution to the highlighted limitation: it introduces the new package OffsetDetector. Section 4 describes a case study in which the new supports are applied for experimental evaluation of a simple end-to-end temporal metric; the Section demonstrates the fundamental role of the new components in order to obtain significative, unbiased measurements in many situations in which NekoStat can be used. Finally, Section 5 reports conclusions and future work plans.
Background and Motivations

Background: Neko and NekoStat
Neko is a simple but powerful highly-portable Java framework that allows to define and to analyze distributed algorithms, showing the attracting feature that the same Neko-based implementation of an algorithm can be used for Applications are built following a hierarchical structure based on multiple levels (called Layers). Layers communicate using two predefined primitives for message passing: send and deliver. Then, a typical Neko-based distributed application is composed by a set of m distributed processes, numbered 1, ..., m, communicating through a message passing interface: a sender process inserts, through the asynchronous primitive send, a new message in the communication infrastructure, that delivers the message to the receiver process through the deliver primitive.
Neko directly supports the assessment of qualitative properties of distributed systems, following a dynamic verification approach.
NekoStat (a first version appeared in [3] ) allows quantitative evaluations of algorithms implemented using the Neko framework: in fact NekoStat adds to Neko the ability to collect events (via calls to a predefined log(Event) method) and to analyze them by statistical and mathematical tools (easily rewritable by users). According to the development policy of Neko, NekoStat is easily extendable, easy to use (a Neko application can be simply and quickly redefined to use NekoStat facilities), and the same implementation of the algorithm can be used to make both simulative and experimental analyses.
NekoStat is composed by two disjointed sets of functionalities: analysis functionalities, to manage and collect distributed events, and mathematical functionalities, to draw statistical analysis of the interesting metrics. Regarding execution on a real network, there is a distinction between the master process and the others processes, called slaves: when execution ends, all events collected by slaves are sent to the master, which makes an a posteriori analysis (off-line analysis).
Basic Concepts of Measurement Theory Applied to the Evaluation of Distributed Systems
As stated in the Introduction, experimental assessment of QoS and dependability properties of distributed systems is becoming more and more attractive to the scientific community, with respect to alternative approaches, such as simulation and analytic evaluation. Nevertheless, the approach adopted to the scope is not univocal, but rather it varies from case to case, making comparison of different results quite a difficult and sometimes useless task. Moreover, measurement results are often extensively commented, while the quality of the measurement itself is seldom object of investigation. This is probably a consequence of the fact that measurement tools designed and used to evaluate dependability attributes of computer systems and algorithms are not recognized for what they are: measurement instruments. Hence, they are not characterized as they should, in terms of their metrological properties and parameters. Some important characteristics are not investigated and remain hidden.
A common roadmap to follow when characterizing a measurement tool and the results it provides would help towards a more rigorous treatment and fair comparison of the results provided by different tools. In the following, some fundamental properties and parameters that should be taken into account to characterize measurement systems and evaluate the quality of measurements are presented [5] .
Measuring a quantity, namely the measurand, consists in characterizing it quantitatively. The procedure adopted to associate quantitative information (namely, the measure) to the measurand is the measurement. The measure is therefore the result of a measurement, and is expressed in terms of a number, a measurement unit, and a related uncertainty.
A concept that is often badly used is accuracy, which is to be intended only in a qualitative way. It was formerly defined as the difference between the measure and the true value of the measurand. As it is now commonly accepted that the true value of the measurand cannot be exactly known, the qualitative concept of accuracy represents the measure's closeness to the best available estimate of the measurand value.
Uncertainty, on the contrary, provides quantitative information on the dispersion of the quantity values that could be reasonably attributed to the measurand. Uncertainty has to be included as part of the measurement result and represents an estimate of the degree of knowledge of the measurand. It has to be evaluated according to conventional procedures, and is usually expressed in terms of a confidence interval, that is a range of values where the measurand value is likely to fall. The probability that the measurand value falls inside the confidence interval is named confidence level. Uncertainty can also be expressed in terms of relative uncertainty, which is the ratio of uncertainty to the absolute value of the estimate of the measurand. When indirect measurements are involved, the measurand value is not measured directly, but is rather determined from direct measurements of other quantities, each of which is affected by uncertainty. In such cases, the way uncertainties can be combined to give the uncertainty of the indirect measure is not univocal, in principle. To give answer to the need for a univocal way of evaluating uncertainty, which offers the opportunity of comparing results from different methods and instruments, the Guide to the expression of Uncertainty in Measurements (GUM) has been published in 1993, and amended in 1995 [6] , after years of discussions within, but not limited to, the scientific community. Actually, since then, some supplements to the GUM are being discussed, as some questions are still open (e.g. alternative ways of evaluating uncertainty in indirect measurements in some cases). When indirect measurements are involved, uncertainty evaluation becomes more critical (for details see [4] ).
When a measurement system is to be characterized, it is important to single out the most significant quantities of influence. These are the quantities that are not object of the measurement, but whose variation determines a modification in the relationship between measurand and instrument's output. Their presence can significantly degrade the measure, as they can represent a major cause of uncertainty. With regard to this, selectivity of a measurement system corresponds to its non-sensitiveness to quantities of influence. In other words, the less variable are measurement system's outputs due to the variability of the quantities of influence, the more selective is the system.
Resolution is the ability of a measuring system to resolve among different states of a measurand. It is the smallest variation of the measurand that can be appreciated, i.e. that determines a variation of the instrument's output.
Repeatability is the property of a measuring system to provide closely similar indications in the short period, for replicated measurements performed independently on the same measurand through the same measurement procedure, by the same operator, and in the same place and environmental conditions.
Stability is defined as the property of a measuring system to provide closely similar indications in a defined time period, for independently collected measurements on the same measurand through the same measurement procedure under the same conditions for the quantities of influence.
To characterize a measurement system, and draw a comprehensive performance comparison with alternative systems, some other indicators should also be taken into account, such as measuring interval, measurement time and intrusiveness. The measuring interval of a measurement system is the range of values of the measurand for which the measurement system is intended to be applicable with specified measurement uncertainty under defined con-ditions. Measurement time is the time necessary to perform a single measurement. Finally, intrusiveness is directly connected to the perturbation introduced by measurement system on the measurand. Evaluating the intrusiveness of a measurement system is particularly important when measurements are carried out on computer systems or infrastructures, since this often implies loading the system and, ultimately, influence its behavior in a not negligible way. Intrusiveness it the concept among those described here for which there is much awareness and concern in the dependability community.
Finally, a few words ought to be spent about comparison of measurement results provided by different instruments or methods. As measurement results should be expressed in terms of intervals of values, comparison is achieved in terms of compatibility of intervals. Specifically, if results are expressed with the same confidence level, they are said to be compatible if the related intervals overlap.
Measurement Properties in Tools for Experimental Evaluation of Dependability Attributes
To adapt the concepts just described to the field of quantitative analysis of dependability attributes is not a trivial issue. In [4] we stressed on the crucial role of measurements of time intervals, which are affected by uncertainty levels that cannot be neglected. In fact, most dependability related measurements are basically related to the measurements of time intervals, either because the measurand itself is a time interval (e.g. Time to failure or Time to repair), or because they are indirect measurements based on time interval measurements.
Uncertainty. A quantitative evaluation of uncertainty is therefore necessary to appreciate the quality of the measurement. Such need is not only theoretical but has an important practical implication. Let us consider, for example, a safety critical system with hard real-time requirements; in such system there can be cases when uncertainty can be essential to state whether the system is compliant with its requirements or not. If an indicator has to be below a given threshold, and the result of measurements confirms it is below that threshold, one would be convinced that the system meets its requirements. What if after evaluating uncertainty, the interval expressing the measurement results is, even partially, over the threshold?
Uncertainty is maybe even more important (and needs to be evaluated) in the case of distributed systems. Time interval measurements carried out on such systems can, in fact, be significantly affected by offset and drift among distributed clocks.
Intrusiveness. In general, performing measurements alters (to different extents) the state and the behavior of the system under test. More specifically, the presence of a measurement system can introduce modifications on the value of the measurand. As already mentioned, the importance of the intrusiveness in computer systems is clear and well understood, although it is difficult to quantify it. It should be evaluated as the impact of the measurement system on the performance of the computer system, expressed in terms of memory usage, CPU usage and/or operating system relative time. The reasoning about uncertainty presented above can easily be adapted to intrusiveness, since intrusiveness reflects in system uncertainty.
Resolution. Resolution may be critical in real-time systems since it needs to be much lower than the imposed time deadline to allow useful quantitative evaluations of time or dependability metrics. In computing systems we can generally assume that the resolution of the measurement system for time interval evaluation is equal to the granularity of the clock used in the experiment: it is in fact the smallest variation of a time quantity that can be appreciated. When experiments are performed on distributed systems, uncertainty is usually far greater than resolution; in such cases, the evaluation and the control of resolution may be less crucial.
Repeatability. Repeatability is often not achievable when measurements are carried out on computer systems. The same environmental conditions can, in fact, hardly be guaranteed. This is especially true with regard to distributed systems, where differences among local clocks, in addition to the problems of thread scheduling and timing of events, enormously increase the difficulty of designing repeatable experiments. Critical systems are a class of systems in which repeatability is very important; in fact, in testing such systems it is important to observe the same system behavior in the same environment condition.
NekoStat as a measuring instrument
When NekoStat was first designed no particular analysis of its properties as a measuring instrument were provided ( [3] ), except for i) usual concerns related to intrusiveness, and ii) concerns and observations regarding resolution; the resolution of the tool is the granularity of the Java clock, 1 millisecond. NekoStat is used for experimental quantitative analysis of distributed systems (includng real-time and critical ones). So uncertainty and intrusiveness of the tool are evidently of particular relevance. The main focus of the paper is the uncertainty shown by NekoStat in obtaining quantitative evaluations of time-related metrics.
In the experimental evaluation of distributed algorithms the most interesting metrics to take into account, and the most difficult to measure accurately enough, are distributed durations, i.e. time intervals whose extremes are events occurring in different parts of the systems. When time intervals, such as one-way delay, are measured in a com-puter network, taking advantage of synchronization protocols such as NTP ( [7] ) is a correct and widespread approach to limit the misalignment of distributed clocks due to both offsets and drifts among clocks. Nevertheless, this does not totally prevent from collecting some severely incorrect data due to transient perturbations which cause increases in the clock offset, which may alter measurement results. The offset of a local clock from time reference is a hard-topredict factor, which may vary due to many causes such as unexpected network delays, temperature variations or even faults in clock synchronization mechanisms. For these reasons, simply connecting to synchronization servers using a synchronization mechanisms (i.e. NTP) does not allow to fully trust the quality of the resulting synchronization, nor provides guarantees on the stability level of the synchronization. This is the reason why using directly timestamps obtained by local clocks, for example controlled by a NTP daemon, to obtain time measurements in NekoStat can be unsatisfactory.
In summary, the main limitation of NekoStat as an instrument for dependability and QoS measurements on distributed algorithms is that it does not allow to evaluate the quality of the measurements it performs. The risk is that the tools collects measurement results which are not reliable, without discarding them before the data processing. This can happen because no information on the quality of synchronization is made available, and has a direct (and negative) impact on measurement uncertainty. A concrete example of this problem on a real testbed is provided in the next sections.
The ability of stating whether a single measurement result is reliable or not, that is the awareness of the quality of synchronization, quantitatively evaluated, would represent a significant enhancement of NekoStat, as it would determine an important step to qualify NekoStat as a measuring tool. As a matter of fact, being able to distinguish measurement data affected by different clock misalignment would have positive effects: e.g. one can drop away data with too large clock misalignment, or can setup finer methods to use these information.
The OffsetDetector
A new set of components, forming a distributed OffsetDetector, are added to NekoStat to establish the accuracy of collected time measurements. The OffsetDetector package is a support able to provide detailed information about the current quality of the clock synchronization: such information are an indicator of the time uncertainty of measures provided by NekoStat. The new package is composed by two parts: the first is related to components that support run-time collection of events, the other one is related to the components for the post-execution analysis. Figure 3 depicts the architecture of NekoStat with OffsetDetector package used for experimental evaluation analysis of Neko applications. In this section we first introduce the terminology necessary to understand the new component's functionalities, then we show an overview of how the OffsetDetector works, and finally a detailed explanation of the architecture is given.
Time Specifications and Parameters
Let us consider a distributed system, composed of n processes; every process of the system has access to a local clock. The behavior of this local clock can be described defining three quantities, namely precision, accuracy and drift. Precision π describes how closely local clocks remain synchronized to each other at any time. Accuracy α i (different from the concept of accuracy in metrology, described earlier) describes how local clock of the process P i is synchronized at any time to an absolute real time reference, provided externally; accuracy is thus an upper bound to the distance between local clock and real time. Accuracy makes sense only in presence of external synchronization, in which an external absolute real time reference is used as target of the synchronization. As a consequence of these definitions, considering for example a set of two clocks respectively with accuracy α 1 and α 2 , precision is at least as good as π = α 1 + α 2 . The drift describes the rate of deviation of a clock from a time reference. The clock synchronization can be defined as the process of maintaining the properties of precision, accuracy and drift of a clock set ( [8] ). Figure 3 exemplifies the concepts of precision, accuracy, drift and clock synchronization; the outside thick dashed lines represent the bound in the rate of drift, a fundamental assumption for a clock synchronization, since it allows to predict the maximum deviation after a given time interval.
Experimental Analysis with OffsetDetector
When an application is executed, events are created, logged and collected. Each time an event is created information on local clock time and local clock accuracy are added. These information are obtained querying a subcomponent of OffsetDetector, the AccuracyEstimator, which interacts with the local clock (to get time) and with the synchronization mechanism (to get accuracy). AccuracyEstimator works like an oracle able do deliver continuously reliable information about accuracy of the clock with respect to real time, allowing NekoStat to know continuously how well the local clock of a node is synchronized to the global time reference. Moreover, to be as less intrusive as possible, when accuracy is within a given bound it does not query the synchronization mechanism to collect accuracy values, but it forecast accuracy using information about drift.
At the termination of the experiment the events collected by NekoStat are used to construct a history of the distributed execution. All events are gathered on the master process: here the function OffsetStatHandler allows to select events based on the quality of synchronization achieved. Moreover, clocks precision of pairs of distributed related events (i.e. a pair of events that delimits a time interval) can be computed as the sum of the two accuracies linked to the two distributed events. 
OffsetDetector Architecture
When a new event is created, it is the StatLogger that equips the new event with the two values <TimeStamp, Accuracy> (provided by the AccuracyEstimator), that respectively indicate the time at which the event was created and the clock precision at that time.
The AccuracyEstimator is a component that forecasts the local clock behavior: it uses the information about drift to control if the clock accuracy is within a given bound; only when accuracy gets close to the stated limit then more accurate time information are required to the clock synchronization subsystem. The bound on the accuracy is defined in the configuration file of the application as a parameter called accuracyBound. The information about the drift can be initially provided in the configuration file, as a parameter drif t, but the user can also define methods to obtain more precise estimation of the drift at run-time.
Events created are called OffsetEvents and they are stored in a EventCollector. At the experiment termination, the OffsetEvents collected are used to construct a history of the distributed execution and, using the StatHandler implemented by the NekoStat user, to obtain the measurements of interest. In particular when pairing related events to compute time measurements the OffsetStatHandler makes use of OffsetChronometer objects to compute the precision between the clocks of the processes on which the two related events were observed; the precision is computed as the sum of the accuracies associated to the pair of events (as described in Section 3.1). Using these mechanisms an estimation of the maximum error, due to clock behavior, associated to any kind of time measurement can be obtained, providing an estimation of uncertainty of collected measurement (in Figure 2 we refer to measurements linked to information about time uncertainty as Extended Results).
The OffsetDetector classifies the precision of a measurement in a range specified in the configuration file of the application. This range goes from 0, which means clocks are perfectly synchronized, to an upper limit for the worst acceptable class (precisionU pperBound). Moreover the user can optionally specify a number of intermediate classes (precisionIntervals: this parameter allows to create a set of bounds on accepted worst precision that can be set: NekoStat can use those bounds to differentiate results). These parameters allow to separate measurements collected while clocks were poorly synchronized from measurements collected in situations of good synchronization, preventing the results of the analysis to be affected by unreliable biased data.
A complete implementation of OffsetDetector is available: the components for the post-execution analysis are general and platform-independent, while the run-time part was realized by providing the interfaces and an implementa-tion for Linux systems and NTP service as clock synchronization mechanism. To change the OS platform or time synchronization mechanism requires to re-implement this run-time part. The Linux NTP service is very rich, and its structures have been used to compute accuracy and drift: accuracy is obtained detecting the NTP dispersion, the expected error from primary synchronization source; information about drift is updated detecting NTP frequency offset. Both of these variables are obtained by system calls ( [9] ); to call these functions we used a Java interface based on JNI ( [10] ). The implementation is described in details in [11] .
A Case Study Example
In this section we describe the usage of the new NekoStat to evaluate the parameters of a single end-to-end one-way transmission channel. We compare the results obtained using NekoStat, with NTP as clock synchronization method, with and without the OffsetDetector.
The experimental evaluation, using NekoStat, of the delay characteristics of an end-to-end TCP channel between two distributed processes is now described. This case study makes it evident that using the OffsetDetector package is beneficial or even necessary to obtain measurements of proper quality. The hosts used for the experiment are two: one is a Linux server (rcl.dsi.unifi.it) connected to the local University network, the other is a Linux PC connected to Internet through an ADSL connection. The clock synchronization mechanism chosen is NTP. Each transmission delay is measured as the time between two NekoStat events: the sending of a message by the sender process and the delivery of the message by the receiver. OffsetDetector allows to automatically associate to these events the accuracy of the local clocks at the time the events occurred. Table 1 reports the parameters inserted in the configuration file.
The experiment is built as follows. The NTP daemons of sender and receiver hosts are started at the beginning of the experiment, when the two clocks are about 100 milliseconds apart from each other. Then the NekoStat application is run; it runs for several hours (about 9 hours), collecting the events on the sender and receiver processes. At termination, the OffsetStatHandler transforms the collected OffsetEvents into measurements of the one-way delays: it exports in one Parameters in the configuration file accuracyBound = 4000 microseconds drift P rocess0 = 20 ppm drift P rocess1 = 20 ppm precisionUpperBound = 8000 microseconds precisionIntervals = 5 Figure 4 depicts all the measurements obtained corresponding to a total of 19200 samples. Considering these data one may think that the one-way transmission delay follows a multi-modal distribution, apparently suggesting that multi-modes are due to network perturbations. However this multi-modal characterization is unfortunately not what happens in reality because the data are biased. This appears clearly looking at Figure 5 .
The Figure depicts only the part of the measure- Figure 5 . Selection of collected transmission delays: timestamps collected using wellsynchronized clocks ments successfully filtered by the OffsetDetector using the parameters in the Table 1 . In particular only the measurements made with associated an error lower than precisionU pperBound=8000 microseconds (i.e. 3997 samples, around 20% of the total) are considered. The results shown in Figure 5 look very different from those of Figure 4 : it is evident that the network behavior is very much stable, presenting only one peak. The information represented in Figure 4 contains many data items with high uncertainty which lead to a wrong perception of reality (and possibly to wrong decisions to be taken with negative consequences).
Conclusions
A proper metrological approach in the activity of measuring dependability attributes is still lacking, though it might strongly contribute to improve the reliability of collected data, and to give awareness about the quality of those data. In this paper we analyzed the Neko/NekoStat tool from this new viewpoint and we highlighted its most relevant metrological properties: uncertainty and intrusiveness. We focused on uncertainty and described the effort made to decrease the uncertainty level of the measures collected: the new package OffsetDetector developed for NekoStat. NekoStat equipped with OffsetDetector allows a strict control on the level of clock accuracy of the temporal measurements made using the tool in experimental evaluation of distributed algorithms. In the paper we described the added component and we described its usage on a case study that highlighted the difference between NekoStat with and without OffsetDetector.
As further work, we are currently working on increasing the quality of NekoStat for experimental analysis, trying to estimate and control all the possible sources of uncertainty and intrusiveness in the experimental evaluations of distributed algorithms. Moreover, starting from the idea of the time predictor included in the OffsetDetector, we are trying to generalize the concept of a synchronization quality control, to develop a self-aware clock with an usable interface common to all application (an initial discussion on such possibility is in [12] ).
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